CA DESIGN ANNOUNCES LIVE, INTERACTIVE PCB LAYOUT TRAINING
AND COACHING FOR CADENCE ALLEGRO SOFTWARE
CA Design, the official training company of HP Worldwide, is announcing its flexible PCB layout
training program for Cadence Allegro software. Complete a to z training to board-in-progress
coaching is now being offered to engineers of any training level in a live, interactive online format.
San Jose, CA (March 31, 2009) - Silicon Valley-based CA Design is now offering Cadence Allegro
software training for PCB Layout in an online setting with real-time instruction and comprehensive
instructor interaction. Board coaching is also available to engineers working on in-progress PCB
layouts.
This web-based platform allows engineers to receive training in whatever stage of the PCB design
process they desire, including refresher training, using industry-preferred Cadence Allegro software.
For in-progress boards, engineers are provided expert feedback and assistance with any design
issues or software questions that arise in addition to the training. CA Design's seasoned instructors
know the design software intimately and can help engineers learn its pitfalls, bugs, and limitations as
well as how to get around them.
Online training with CA Design is ideal for busy engineers who can take advantage of the program's
flexible hours by choosing the training times that work best for them as well as the cost-effective
convenience of the virtual platform. In this way, engineers are able to receive world-class training
without the expense or added time of traveling for onsite learning. Enrollees also receive unlimited
phone and email support, a learning manual, and training e-DVDs valued at $1,000. Courses are
available immediately and are entirely customizable.
Space is limited. Engineers are encouraged to enroll in advance to ensure they receive their desired
time slots. Visit CA Design's website to enroll by calling or emailing or to receive help with any
inquiries.
More About CA Design:
Chandler Automated Design was founded in 1988 by Robert Chandler as a high-quality, low-cost
source for Printed Circuit Board design, fabrication and assembly, training, and project management.
CA Design produces premium designs for digital boards, small analog boards, ECL, RF, high-speed,
surface mount, chip on board, and micro-via and specializes in various software platforms including,
Altium® DX Designer®, Cadence® OrCAD®, Mentor Board Station, Cadence® Allegro® PCB Editor,
PADS Power PCB, Protel, PCAD, Cadstar, and Mentor Expedition. CA Design’s experienced
designers, personalized service, and premium designs are the reason so many customers have
become repeat clients over the past twenty-plus years. We stake our reputation on the quality of our
work, training, and service.
For additional information about CA Design, please visit the company website at www.cadesign.net
or contact:
Carolle Chandler
408.873.7598
carolle@cadesign.net
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